Clinical neurorestorative progress in traumatic brain injury
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Abstract: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a leading cause of death and disability from trauma to the central nervous system. Besides the surgical interventions and symptomatic management, the conventional therapies for TBI and its sequelae are still limited. Recently emerging evidence suggests that some neurorestorative treatments appear to have a potential therapeutic role for TBI and improving the patient’s quality of life. The current clinical neurorestorative strategies available in TBI include pharmacological treatments (recombinant human interleukin-1 receptor antagonist, amantadine, lithium, and valproate), the neuromodulation treatments (repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, transcranial direct current stimulation, and low-level laser therapy), cell transplantation (bone marrow stromal cells and umbilical cord stromal cells), and combined neurorehabilitation. In this review, we summarize the recent clinical neurorestorative progress in the management of neurodegeneration as well as cognitive and motor deficits after TBI; indeed further clinical trials are required to provide more robust evidence.
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Introduction

Nowadays traumatic brain injury (TBI) remains one major source of morbidity and mortality with impairment in sensory, motor, language, emotional processing, and cognitive functions. The principal mechanisms of TBI are classified as 1) focal brain damage due to contact injury types resulting in contusion, laceration, and intracranial hemorrhage or 2) diffuse brain damage due to acceleration/deceleration injury types leading to diffuse axonal injury or brain swelling.

Outcome of head injury is determined by two substantially different mechanisms/stages: the primary insult and the secondary insult.1 The multidimensional cascade of secondary brain injury commonly develops. It is influenced by changes in cerebral blood flow (hypo- and hyperperfusion), impairment of cerebrovascular autoregulation, cerebral metabolic dysfunction and inadequate cerebral oxygenation. The main secondary pathological mechanisms encompass excitotoxicity, ionic imbalances, inflammatory response, oxidative stress, and apoptosis.2 Diffusion tensor imaging studies also reveal the decreased cellular integrity, particularly in the corpus callosum.3

The injured brain response can activate endogenous reparative processes for countering the neurodegeneration or remodeling of the brain in order to enhance functional recovery,4 which includes angiogenesis, neurogenesis, synaptogenesis, oligodendrogeneration, and axonal remodeling. However, the endogenous neurorestoration following TBI is limited.5 Neurorestorative strategies in preclinical studies provide promising opportunities for
Clinical TBI treatment. Here we briefly summarize the clinical neurorestorative progress in TBI.

Clinical neurorestorative progress
Pharmacological therapies
Despite strong preclinical evidence supporting pharmacological neuroprotection treatment to reduce secondary injury, more than 30 clinical trials of neuroprotective drugs in TBI patients to date have failed (http://www.clinicaltrials.gov). It should be emphasized that TBI is a highly complex disorder and may require markedly different treatments. So a reappraisal of clinical trial methodology in TBI is required. The future pharmacological management of TBI patients needs to combine neuroprotective drugs with compounds enhancing regeneration.

Recombinant human interleukin-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1ra)
First a single center, Phase II, open label, randomized controlled study in severe TBI, with IL-1ra at a dose of 100 mg subcutaneously once a day for 5 days in 20 patients, showed safety, brain penetration, and a modification of the neuro-inflammatory response to TBI by putative neuroprotection.

Amantadine
A patient with diffuse axonal injury-associated TBI was started on amantadine (AMD) in the first 3 months after injury showing a consistent trend toward a more rapid functional improvement. A multicenter, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial of AMD, at a dose of 100–200 mg for 4 weeks, resulted in acceleration of the pace of recovery during acute rehabilitation in 184 patients with prolonged post-traumatic disturbances in consciousness.

Lithium
In fact, lithium has long been used in a clinical setting to treat manic depression, granulocytopenia resulting from radiation and chemotherapy, to boost immunoglobulins after vaccination, and to enhance natural killer activity. Recent studies revealed that lithium may ameliorate physiological as well as cognitive deficits induced by TBI in clinical research.

Valproate
Recent studies suggest that some anticonvulsants (ie, valproate [VPA], carbamazepine, and lamotrigine) may be useful in TBI patients. VPA also exhibits improved recovery of brain function and prevention of late-onset epilepsy after severe TBI.

Neuromodulation and rehabilitation
Noninvasive brain stimulation includes repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, transcranial direct current stimulation, and low-level laser therapy, which may improve the function of sequelae after brain injury and have been proven to be safe and feasible for treatment of TBI. Enriched environment and voluntary physical exercise show promise in promoting functional outcome after TBI. In the chronic stage, brain stimulation coupled with rehabilitation may enhance behavioral recovery, learning of new skills, guide processes of cortical reorganization, and enable functional restoration in TBI.

Early rehabilitation has been shown to improve functional outcomes; the rehabilitation program itself has to be based on real-world demands and experiences. Rehabilitation has to be continued beyond the post-acute stage in order to promote neuronal reorganization, monitor the children’s development as well as identify and manage new issues that may appear with growth, development, and maturation. Enriched environment, including prolonged and intensive physical activity – possibly combined with juggling training and intensive cognitive stimulation will improve recovery from TBI.

Peters reported that 20 days (5 days a week for 4 weeks), with 150 minutes intervention per day of repetitive, task-specific training equally divided among balance; gait training; strength; coordination; and range of motion, resulted in improvements in walking speed, mobility, and balance post-intervention and maintained gains in fast walking speed and mobility at 3 months.

Cell therapy
Treatment of damaged brain with bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs) promotes functional recovery and facilitates central nervous system endogenous plasticity and remodeling. The potential of cell biodelivery as a novel cell-therapeutic approach has been explored in patients. It was reported that the clinical outcome of autologous BMSC therapy for TBI via lumbar puncture. Ninety-seven patients (24 in persistent vegetative state and 73 with disturbed motor activity) were treated. Two weeks later, 38 of 97 patients (39.2%) improved their functions. Eleven of 24 patients (45.8%) in persistent vegetative state had improved consciousness. Twenty-seven of 73 patients (37.0%) with a motor disorder began to improve their motor functions. It demonstrated the safety and potential central nervous system structural preservation effect of intravenous autologous bone marrow mononuclear cells after severe TBI in children (aged 5 to 14 years) in the absence of controlled trials. Young patients improved more easily than elders. The earlier the cellular transplant begins
in the subacute stage of TBI, the better the results. Seven
TBI patients were treated by autologous BMSC transplanta-
tion. 22 A primary administration of 10^7–10^9 cells was applied
directly to the injured area during the cranial operation; a
second dose of 10^8–10^10 cells was infused intravenously.
Neurologic function (evaluation with Barthel Index) was
significantly improved during the following 6 months.

Twenty patients with sequelae of TBI were treated with
umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells transplantation through
lumbar puncture (1*10^7 stem cells, four times in 5–7 days). 23
Fugl-Meyer Assessments and Functional Independence
Measures before and at 6 months post-transplantation in TBI
patients showed improvement in the neurological function
(the sub-score of motor, sensation, balance), and significant
improvement in sub-score of self-care, sphincter control,
mobility, locomotion, communication, and social cognition
compared to the control group. A combination therapy of
human umbilical cord blood cells and granulocyte-colony
stimulating factor synergistically diminished TBI-induced
neuro-inflammation and stimulated endogenous neurogenesis
in TBI. 24 Granulocyte-colony stimulating factor might have
produced a conducive micro-environment for the transplanted
human umbilical cord blood cells to integrate with the host
tissue.

Discussion

The possible mechanisms of neurorestorative drugs

IL-1ra

The cytokine IL (IL-1) mediates ischemic brain damage. The
endogenous IL-1 receptor competitive antagonist (IL-1ra)
protects against ischemic injury. IL-1ra causes a marked
reduction of cell death when administered peripherally or at
a delay in transient cerebral ischemia in the rat and appeared
to be safe and well tolerated in acute stroke patients. 25 IL-1ra
confers neuroprotection of neuronal injury in several rodent
models including trauma, stroke, and excitotoxicity.8

AMD

AMD is an antagonist of the N-methyl-D-aspartate-type
 glutamate receptor, increases dopamine release, blocks
dopamine reuptake, and has an inhibitory effect on micro-
glial activation and neuro-inflammation. It can ameliorate
dopamine-release deficits as well as cognitive and motor
deficits caused by cerebral fluid-percussion injury in the
rats. 26 The clinically therapeutic doses (100–400 mg/day)
of AMD afford neuroprotection and significantly beneficial
effects on cognitive outcome and neurobehavioral sequelae
after experimental TBI. 27 The mechanisms of AMD effects
are still poorly understood making animal studies of its effects
an important step in improving clinical use.

Lithium

Lithium is a primary medicine for bipolar disorder, has
been known to have neuroprotective effects, and stimulates
neurogenesis in TBI via multiple signaling pathways. It
upregulates neurotrophins and growth factors (e.g., brain-
derived neurotrophic factor [BDNF]), modulates inflam-
matory molecules, upregulates neuroprotective factors, and
downregulates pro-apoptotic factors.11 Literature shows
that TBI-induced neuronal death, microglial activation, and
cyclooxygenase-2 induction can be attenuated by lithium.
Lithium reduces TBI-induced matrix metalloproteinase-9
expression and preserved the integrity of the blood–brain
barrier. In addition, lithium’s protective effects are trig-
gered by increasing phosphorylation of glycogen synthase
kinase-3β (GSK-3β) and thereby inhibiting its activity.28

Valproic acid

Valproic acid is a widely used antiepileptic drug, whose
novel neuroprotective effects have been shown recently in the
animal models of TBI. Valproic acid protects the brain from
injury progression via anti-inflammatory, anti-apoptotic, and
neurotrophic effects, which act on the many targets including
gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) transaminase, voltage-
gated sodium channels, GSK-3, and histone deacetylases.29,30

The possible neurorestorative mechanisms of neuromodulation
treatments and rehabilitation

The mechanisms of neuromodulation treatments and reha-
bitation include: 1) decrease the cortical hyperexcitability
of acute TBI; 2) modulate long-term synaptic plasticity as to
avoid maladaptive consequences; and 3) combined with physi-
cal and behavioral therapy, facilitate cortical reorganization
and consolidation of learning in specific neural networks.31

The possible neurorestorative mechanisms of BMSCs

Cell transplantation can rebuild damaged brain cell circuits
and restore lost neurological functions in a brain injury.
Findings of in vitro and in vivo studies show that BMSCs
have an ability to secrete an array of growth factors and
cytokines and probably differentiate into cells of multiple
tissues, including neurons and glial cells, which have an
influence on repair of damaged tissue.32
A significant amount of preclinical research has evaluated the therapeutic use of BMSCs to treat TBI.18 The cells could survive, migrate to the area of injury, express neural cell markers and even improve motor function up to 4 weeks post-transplantation A series of research papers reported on BMSCs treatment of rodent TBI with various cell donors (rats, mice or humans), with different cellular doses, various delivery routes (intravenous, intra-arterial, intracerebral, intrathecal, and intracisternal), with or without neurotrophic factors, the acute and delayed therapeutic window (ie, 1 day, 1 week, and 1 month) and rodent ages.33-35 BMSCs administered intravenously could significantly reduce the neurological severity scores in experimental animals.36 Intracerebral administration of BMSCs after TBI could promote endogenous cellular proliferation and increase the expression of growth factors such as NGF or BDNF.37 A number of bromodeoxyuridine-positive BMSCs increased neurogenesis possibly in the sub-ventricular zone, hippocampus and pericontusional area after 2 weeks post-injury.38 These data suggest that transplanted BMSCs work as “small molecular factories” by secreting neurotrophins, growth factors, and other supportive substances (such as IGF1, VEGF, NGF, BDNF, EGF, and NT3-4) after brain injury, which may continually produce therapeutic benefits in the damaged brain and behavioral/histological improvement.39

One week after TBI, BMSC therapy was conducted which led to long-term functional recovery and the cells remained in the brain for 3 months after treatment. By delayed intracerebral transplantation of BMSC, 2 months after controlled cortical impact (CCI), BMSCs still survived in the host tissue and some of them showed expression of Neu-N or GFAP. This result suggested that neuronal and astroglial transdifferentiation, and endogenous neurogenesis took place.40

Human BMSCs administered intravenously 24 hours after TBI were also shown to migrate to the injured brain, express neural phenotypes, survive for 3 months, and improve functional outcomes that may be attributed to stimulation of endogenous neurorestorative functions such as neurogenesis and synaptogenesis.41 By using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) on human BMSCs labeled with superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) nanoparticles in vivo, it could be observed that treatment with hBMSCs following TBI could diminish hemodynamic abnormalities, reduce generalized cerebral atrophy, and improve functional outcomes by early restoration and preservation of cerebral blood flow in the brain regions adjacent to and remote from the impact site.42 BMSCs transfected with adenovirus green fluorescent protein (Ad-GFP) after transplanted intrathecally into an autologous rabbit model of TBI could also migrate to the TBI site and improve motor dysfunction.43 One of the mechanisms of action of these cellular therapies appears to rely upon the ability of the cells to influence microglia/macrophage phenotype and alter the state of the inflammatory response.43 Contrary to the positive coverage, however,44 systemic human MSC transplantation administered intravenously 24 hours after middle cerebral artery occlusion (MACO) proved to have a weak neurogenic and neuroprotective effect because human MSC were detected robustly in lung, spleen, kidney, and intestine, but not in the brain.

The possible neurorestorative mechanisms of umbilical cord blood cells or stromal cells

The infusion of human umbilical cord blood cells into the tail veins of rats 24 hours after CCI, showed that the cells migrated to the parenchyma of the injured brain, expressed the neuronal markers (NeuN and MAP-2) and the astrocytic marker (GFAP), and significantly reduced motor and neurological deficits.45 Evidence has demonstrated that umbilical cord stromal or placental tissue, rather than cord blood, can offer a potentially non-invasive and readily available source of large amounts of human stromal cells.46,47 This heterogeneous mononuclear fraction, when stimulated with basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) and human epidermal growth factor (hEGF), has been shown to differentiate into cells that are positive for the neural markers beta-tubulin III (TUJ1) and glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP).48 It could stimulate the injured brain and evoke trophic events, microglia/macrophage phenotypical switch, and glial scar inhibitory affects that remodel the brain and lead to significant improvement of neurologic outcome after CCI in mice models.49

In summary, cell-based neurorestorative strategies including pharmacological agents, neuromodulation, and rehabilitation, have a pivotal role in recovering some lost functions. The transplanted cells appear to have a knack for integrating into damaged circuits and transforming into needed cell types to protect the brain from further damage of TBI. Even cell therapy for TBI is in the early phase, the future therapeutic regimes also should be aimed at suppressing aberrant integration that may contribute to co-morbidities such as epilepsy or cognitive impairment.50
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